







The difference between Ricardo and Smith on labour value theory
Yoshiaki ICHIOKA
Abstract
　David Ricardo insisted on repealing Corn Laws and wrote An Essay on The Influence of a low Price of Corn on 
the Profits of Stock in 1815. But he recognized some defects there. So he wrote The Principles of Politial Economy 
and Taxation in 1817. In this he criticized the labour value theory of Adam Smith. In The Wealth of Nations there 
were ‘labour embodied value theory’ and ‘labour commanded value theory’. He rejected the latter and succeeded 
the former. He argued the theory of capital accumulation on the basis of labour embodied value theory to correct 
the defects of The Influence of a low Price . Adam Smith argued labour value theory in The Wealth of Nations in 
1776. A confusion of labour value theory in this book was pointed by Ricardo as already mentioned. But when we 
examine the other texts of Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments and Lectures on Jurisprudence, we can prove 
that he argued it consistently. And we can prove that he employed labour value theory as a base to discuss his 
economic theory.
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の人 internal man」、あるいは「公平な観察者 impartial 
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